#1 communicate fast
and effectively
Do not delay a conversation. When a crisis hits, it’s your
responsibility to take a lead and inform your team
immediately about the situation - even if it means sharing
bad news. Many companies have had to face layoffs or
salary decreases, but the right time to talk about that is... as
soon as possible. Not talking about the elephant in the room
can only create extra stress.
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“Caring isn’t always about being
kind and loving. Sometimes, it’s
about being clear and direct and
candid.”

Bracken Darrell
CEo of Logitech

Actionable Advice
Set up a meeting immediately and communicate
what is happening. Be open to answer any
questions and clarify the situation for everyone.

#2 Create clarity and
certainty
When the ship goes through a storm, people seek the
captain to provide clarity and certainty. You might not be
sure what’s the next right step, but it’s your responsibility to
take bold decisions and lead the team forward. Navigating
change includes turning uncertainty into clarity.
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Natalie Turner
Author, Speaker, Founder,
Inventor of the 6 'I's® of
Innovation

“That’s what leaders need to
give people now: we need vision,
frank hope, and inspiration to
help people navigate and see a
future, to paint a future, to paint
a new story...”

Actionable Advice
Create your core support group and know who you can
consult in times of tough decisions. Focus on good self-care
and stay close to people who inspire and motivate you to
take bold actions despite any fear or uncertainty.

#3 Keep your team’s
focus on the positive
Crises present a lot of challenges. But they also create a lot
of opportunities. Because the market is so turbulent, there
are many industries that will be disrupted and will need to
adapt. And it means that many people and businesses will
need support. Keep your team’s focus on the positive. Talk
more often about the small and big wins, as well as the
achievements. Expand their vision about what’s to come.
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“The future never happens, have
you ever noticed? It’s always
today. But it’s a wonderful
illusion because when you
imagine a potentially positive
future, it changes how you
perceive today."

David Allen
Productivity Expert, Creator of
the “GTD” Methodology

Actionable Advice
Organize a vision-focused meeting to remind your team of the
company’s “Why”, its vision, mission and purpose. Inspire the
team through painting a broader vision and emphasizing the
great value of their individual contribution on a daily basis.

#4 Make your team’s
wellbeing a #1 priority
Crises can be challenging not just in terms of the business
results. They also affect your team’s wellbeing, and we all
have witnessed that at least to some extent, especially
during the recent global pandemic. Communication
obstacles, social isolation and working from home are
conditions that have affected people on an unprecedented
scale. Prioritize your team.
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Kai Schukowski
General Manager at Grand
Hotel Kempinski Vilnius

“Listen to your people! Genuinely
listen to their challenges, and then,
obviously, make adjustments. If they
feel they are lacking resources,
vision, support - find the right
environment and build it for them so
they have it and they can do their
job well.”

Actionable Advice
Set up a meeting immediately and
answer all questions and uncertainties.

#5 Prioritise more nonbusiness related
conversations
Your team needs you. And often they will not tell you that.
Include some extra minutes into your meeting for non-business
related conversations. Ask your team how they feel. What do
they struggle with most during these times? What can you do to
support them? Add some levity, and try to brighten things up
also with some humor where it’s appropriate. Organize
meetings and workshops that focus on their wellbeing and
personal growth.
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“As a leader, if you don’t see
humor being used in your team,
you’re probably part of the
reason why.”

Andrew Tarvin
Humor Engineer and
corporate Trainer

Actionable Advice
In the next meeting, dedicate the first 5-10 minutes for a
random conversation. For example, ask what’s their favourite
Starbucks beverage EVER, or what dessert they could eat for
the rest of their lives... Or anything else that will let them share
something personal, relatable, and bond you all.

#6 Lead with
customized care
The way you lead and manage a 27 year-old employee
who is single might differ from a married 45 year-old with 3
kids at home. In the WFH environment, for example, they
are probably having different problems. With this challenge,
personalization and customized care come into the
equation, and needs to be applied more than ever.
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Robyn Benincasa
2x World Champion Adventure
Racer, Firefighter, Keynote
Speaker

“We don’t inspire people by
showing how amazing we
are, we inspire people by
showing them how amazing
they are.”

Actionable Advice
Offer each of your team member one personalized
adjustment that would support them best, or - inquire what
they think would be the most helpful if you are not sure
about it yourself, and try to accommodate that.

#7 Create a habit of
self-care
You can’t be at your best as a leader unless you take great
care of yourself: physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually.
What do you do to be at the top of your game these days?
What personal habits have you built to keep yourself sharp?
How do you fill your own cup first?
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“Self-care is huge. It doesn’t have
to be going out to get a
massage, it can be just taking a
warm bath. It doesn’t need to
cost money, it doesn’t need to
take a lot of time. But focus on
yourself first!”

Actionable Advice
Block at least 30 minutes every day to
do what you truly love doing.

mindie kniss
CEo of Lucra, Heart
Intelligence Expert

#8 Connect with the
power within
Each of us has infinite wisdom and power within us.
Whatever you believe in - God, Universe, Allah, Buddha,
Higher Force, Ultimate Creator or anything else - you
constantly have access to divine guidance, intuition and
answers that are often only accessed in silence and from
within. Listen to your heart. Trust your gut feeling. Follow
the nudge. Ask, and you will be answered.
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Milimo Banji
CEo of TapIn

“All the goodness that comes out
of my life - that’s not me, I’m not
the author of anything. I’m
leaning on a much greater
power. I’m leaning on God to do
any heavy lifting, and I just see
myself as a vessel He is working
through.”

Actionable Advice
Devote 15 minutes each day to find a quiet spot,
connect with your inner-self, feel the power that’s
within, and follow your inner compass.

